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personally speaking
tic C1.ty. ebbs
E - e." ege:.is" of Brooks Hays at the opening of
.ad:Cn-ss t the Baptist Jubilee celebration in Atlantic
· ... t oot add anything to his laurels as a Bible
1-..------~......., scholar, but it certainly took nothing
away from his standing as one of the
country's great humorists.
Brooks turned to the internal evidence of Paul's writings to., prove that
the noted Apostle was a Southern Baptist preacher, but not from the state
of Texas:
"We know he was a Baptist preacher," drawled layman Hays, "for he had
a habit of saying ' 'finally, brethren,'
when only half way through his sermon. And he was
outhern Baptist, for he said 'you all.' \t\Te know he was
not from the state of Texas for he said, "I have learned
in whatsoever state I am, therewith to be content."

IN THIS ISS.UE:
CAPITAL punishment, the First Amendment and a
new Foreign Mission Board goal, all under discussion
at the recent Southern Baptist Convention at Atlantic
City, are appraised by the Editor this week. You'll find
his views on the editorial pages beginning on page 3.

* *

*

BROOKS Hays, former SBC president and present
consultant to President Lyndon B. Johnson, pleads for
the voluntary character of prayer as he announces his
opposition to efforts to change the U. S. Constitution to
provide for government-sponsored religious exercises in
public schools. The Baptist Press report is on page 5. In
the co'lumn to the left on this page you'll find more humorous quotes from the famed Baptist layman.

* * *

OUR letters colu mn beginning on p age 4 should be
of special interest this week in political-conscious Arkansas. We ha ve a message from Dr. H. D. Luck of Arkadelphia on the registration amendme nt and a communication from Pastor Billy Pierce of Hughes on the Becker
Amendment. \1Ve recommend your thoughtful attention.

* * *

MUCH is happening among Arkansas Baptists during
the summer months and we are devoting more than the
usual space to th1s news this week. Our "Arkansas All
Over" sec ti on begins on page 9.

* * *

MANY probl ems would be eliminated from the present anti avoided in the future if growing teen-agers
learned the how and why of work, Rosalind Street declares in her "Courtship, Marriage and the Home" column on page G. Mrs. Street's pattern for partnership
with God in work will be of as much interest to adults
as to the younger folk.

WHILE still in his introductory remarks , Brooks told
the large gathering of North American Baptists what a
considerate, little wife he has. He said lVIrs. Hays was
with him on a speaking engagement recently and very
thoughtfully passed a personal note up to him just as he
was about to begin his speech. He said he was almost
* * * '
overcome with emotion when he opened it and saw in
THOSE who argue that the tithe is unscriptural bebig letters: KISS. "What a sweet thing for my wife to c ause it is not m_entioned in the New Testament will
do, sending me a kiss," he thought. But then he noticed find theit points refuted by Dr. H. H. Hobbs, whose
there were some smaller letters after each one of the topic this week is "The Christian and the Tithe." See
large ones. Taking these into account he found that the page 7.
thoughtful note read: "Keep It Short, Stupid!"
* * *
COVER story, page 4. ,
AMONG a large stack of telegrams \Vayne Dehoney
MEMBER:
received congratulating him on his election as president
Southern Baptist Press Ass'n
of the Southern Baptist Convention was a terse message
AIISOciated Church Press
Evangelical Press · Ass'n
from his secretary, back in First Church, Jackson, Tenn.:
~
"Just received the news stop leaving tomorrow for
June 11 1964
Volume 62, Number 24
Africa."
Editor, ERWIN L. McDONALD, Litt. D.
DURING heated debate on the closing day of the
A.ssociate Editor, MRS. E. F. STOKES
Sou~hern Baptist Convention, one of · the speakers deManaging Editor, MRS. TED WOODS
clared the matter before us, whether we were to take a
Field Representative, J. I. COSSEY
stand for no changing of the First Amendment to the
Sec1·etary
to Editor, MRS. HARRY GIBERSON
U. S. Constitution, was "the most important issue before
M atil Clerk, MRS. WELDON TAYLOR
us." Whereupon one of the news reporters near me whis401 West Capitol
pered: "But I thought race was the most important issue."
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201
"That was yesterday," I explained-.
Publish ed weekly except on July 4 and December 25 .
postage paid at Little Rock, Arkansas .
One thing about us Baptists-we can lock horns over Individual subscription,Second-class
$2.25 per year. Church budget, 14 cents per mon~h
or $1.68 per year per church family. Club plan (10 or more pa1d
issues one . hour and be grazing together . in peace an
annually in a dvance) $1. 75 p er year. Subscriptions to foreign
address $3.75 p er year. Advertising rates on request.
hour or two later.
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Capital punishment
SOUTHERN Baptists, without taking time to spell
ou t why, emasculated a recommendation fi:om the Christian Life Commission which ' had proposed . that we go
on record against capital punishment. -What remained
after the deletion of the proposal's real teeth-see our
issue of May 28, page 15-really is rather innocuous and
platitudinous.
·
One of the strongest of the arguments presented by
the Christian Lite Commission was that capital punishment had long since broken down as an effective method
of law enforcement. With 8,000 homicides annually in
the United States, fewer than l percent of the criminals
involved are ever put to death, Dr. ·Foy Valentine, executive director of the commission, pointed out. He charged
that capital punishmen~ is discriminatory against the
poor, stating that it ':has not been applied in all the
United States in all this century to an individual who
was rich and influential."
These certainly would seem 'to be strong arguments
against this form of punishment or retribution .. The argument that capital punishment is necessary for the protection of society has little significance, in the face of the
fact that so few criminals are ever executed.
How can Chtistians, who believe that Christ has
power to save even a murderer who repents and trusts
him, stand in favor of capital punishment? Whether or
not a condemned person makes any profession of faith,
is there not always, so long as there is life, the very real
possibility of conversion? An9- if one convicted of murder
or other crime punishable by death is too deranged to
reason, does that ~me deserve to be blotted out . by man?
Should we take that which we have not the power to
give-life itself?
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Some will say, "If the criminal could be kept in
prison without escaping or being pardoned, capital punishment might not be necessary." But if those who are
in authority to judge and who are .c ompetent to do so
hold that a criminal .should be kept under lock and key
·f or the protection of society, can we _not do this?
A paragraph from the Christian Life .Commission's
statement is worthy of our a ttention:
"Moral sentiment ag~inst capit~l punishment has
been slowly but surely, crystallizing over a very long
period of time. The-, m,o rai sensi tivity of society to this
issue may be expect.e p tQ develop rightly only as Christians themselves find and £ollow the mind of Christ."
-ELM

First Amendment
OPPOSITION to any change in the First Amendment to the United· States Constitution was voi ced loudly and clearl'y by the .•Southern Baptist Coiwention in
its recent sessions in At}antic City. The convention overwhelmingly J5assed a resolution at its closing session urging the U. S. Congress to nllow the constitution to stand
"as our guara-ntee of religious liberty. "
On th-is matter Southern Baptists and American Baptists, meeting simultaneously under the same roof, were
in hearty accord. American Baptists defeated attempts
to put the convention on record as 'favoring legislation
to "permit" Bible reading and prayer in the public
schools. Their resolution reaffirmed th e Baptist belief .
that t:eligious practices should be on a voluntary basis.
Clearly referring to currenL proposals before the Judiciary Committee of the U . S. House of Representatives,
the American Baptists by huge margin asserted that "the
proposed change in that amendment [First Amen(lment]
could weaken it and bring the power of the state to bear
on individuals to conform and to participate in prescribed religious practices."-ELM

5000 to go
_'OTL ·c that Southern Baptists h ad reached a 16goal of 1,800 foreig n missionaries by this year, now
I. 45 under appointment, Baker James Cauthen,
executive secretary of the SBC Foreign MisBoard, cha llenged Southern Baptists, in his address
Lhe Southern Baptist Convention meeting in AtCit ·, to accept a new goal of 5,000 missionaries
Lhe earliest possible day.':
Dr. Cauthen warned that if Communists have their
'Lhere will be no America, no stars and stripes,
to preach the gospel in the future."
send our missionaries "but the Com..

l

munist agents are waiting there in every country to counteract ou.r Christian witness."
In addition to the new goal of 5,000 missionaries.
Dr. Cauthen called for nationwide evangelistic crusades
all around the world, establishment of new Baptist
churches on , mission fields, and for more seminaries and
other Christian education institutions abroad .
In the light of current world conditions, with the
world ,population increasing much faster than people
are being won to Christ, it is obvious that we are going
to have -to start .t aking much more seriously the call of
Christ to evangelize the world. Who knows, we may
have to sacrifice to the extent of giving fifteen or twenty
cents of each Cooperative Program dollar for missions
beyond the local church fields, instead of the eleven
cents we are now giving!-ELM

~_T T E R S TO·TH 'E

the_people SfEAK
THE spelling and senten<e strudure in thl•
department are those of the writers. The only
editing of letters to the editor Is the writing -of
headllne8 and, o<<asionally, deletion of ..parts that
are not reearded as essential.

Registration Amendment

Mass., Nov. 1765
Smith, popular
Baptist
preacher and
decided to return to
after being stopped on
to New Jersey. He had
. hen urged not to leave
that if he eame back it
be because of the prayers of
people. He was stopped twice
e words : "Strengthen y.e
eak hands and confirm the
Kllees" were impressed
· ·- mind: When he arrived
_e met two friends from
· · I who were sent to solicit

I NOTE with interest your opposition to the propose!} constitutional
amendment to legalize casino gambling.
Senator Hurst was quoted 1in the New
York Times on Sunday, May 24, 1964,
and stated that the gambling p.e tition
would have 30,000 names by this week.
As chairman of the Committee for Voter Registration I can tell you we are
not doing nearly as well.
It would not look well for the gambling petition to exceed the number of
signatures obtained for the registration
amendment. In our society today Christians are often called on to be against;
the registration amendment offers an
opportunity for .p ositive Christian action.
I wou1d certainly appreciate your -support and may I suggest that the active
supp.o rt of all ministers would insure
the success of our campaign to. put the
registration amendment on ' the ballot
this November.
If you need more information please
let me know.-H. D. Luck, M. D., Chairman, Committee· for Voter Registration
Arkadelphia, Ark.
REPLY: Thanks, Dr. Luck, for your
marvelou!f example of good citizenship.
In my opinion, your proposed Arkansas
Amendment for Registration without
Poll Tax payment is far superior to
Act 19 of the 1964 Special Session of
the Arkansas General Assembly. I sincerely hope you will succeed in getting
the required number of signers to make
the ballot and that Arkansas voters will
adopt your proposaL-ELM

-Becker Amendment
IT seems that Southern Baptists fear
the Becker Amendment because of confusion created by misinformation and
misinterpretation. I wonder how ~ny
Baptists . that are against the Becker
Amendment have ever read it?
Enclosed is a copy of the Becker
Amendment which I think all Baptists
should read. Will you print it? Rather
than take away our religious freedom,
it only seeks to establish it and lift it
above the misiRterpz:etation ,of the Supreme Court.

"ARTICLE
"SECTION 1. Nothing in this
stitution shall be deemed to prohibit
offering, reading from, or listening
prayers or biblical scriptures, if
ticipation therein is On a unlnTita-,.<4
basis, in any governmental or
school, institution, or place.
"SEC. 2. Nothing in this
tion shall be deemed to- prohibit ul~u~otJnq
reference to belief in; ·r eliance upon,
invoking the aid of God or a
Being in any governmental or
document, proceeding, activity,
mony, school, institution, or
upon any coinage, currency, or
tion of the United States.
"SEC. 3. Nothing in this
shall constitute an establishment
ligion.
"SEC. 4. This article shall be
operative unless it shall have been
tified as an amendment to the
tution by the legislatures .of
fourths of the several States
seven years from the date of its
mission to the States by the ·vu.n""'"~"'
-Billy G. Pierce, pastor, First
Ghurch, Hughes, Ark.

ARKANSAS

Open letter to: .
r . Robert E. Kintner, President
. ;-BC Television Network
30 Rockefeller Plaza
. ·ew York 20, New York
Dear Sir:
Please accept my sincere apology for
having never before complimented you
on the production and presentation of
many f.ine network shows. I .t hank you
now.
However, I challenge you. to defend
t he sensuous vulgarity which generous·
ly sprinkled your show, "That Was
The Week · That Was," aired last Friday evening, May 8, 1964. By what law
of logic does this fall in either category of the public's "interest, conven·
ience or necessity?"

Presidential ad viser
hits prayer ·propos als

WASHINGTON - (BP)-Brooks Hays said, "I am confidenHays, consultant to President would ,I).Ot object to my submi-Lyndon B. Johnson and former ting these observations."
president of the Southern Baptist
Convention, attacked here efforts · The Hays statement comm~nd
to change the United States Con- ed the Baptist Joint Committee
stitutio.n to provide for govern- on Public Affairs for its defense
the' First Amendment. He said
ment-sponsored religious exer- of
1
'
the
· Cbmmittee has rendered excises in public schools.
cellent service in examining the
The views of the political and powers of government over reI
WHAT IS HAPPENING AT NBC? religious leader were made known ligious devotions for the public
Had you deled the portions of the TW- in a letter to Rep. Emariuel Cel- schools."
'
3' show glorifying sex perversion; fea"God
does
not
.need any patronlar
(D.,
N.Y.),
chairman
of
the
turing one female's suggestive "tipped
izing
ceremonies,"
Hays declared
House
JUdiciary
Committee.
Hearpelvis" monologue illustrated by accompanying gyrations with that part ings were in progress on the as he pled for the "voluntary
of her anatomy and all aggravated oy "Becker amendment" and other character'' of prayer. "Prayers
'her several offensive references to her proposals to overturn -the 1962 that are offered in response to a
own "buttocks" and "bosom;" the cariand 1963 decisions of the Supreme law requiring them lose a quality
caturization, by others of the cast, of
things righteous; the ridicule heaped Court relating to devotions in that is .an essential part of meaningful prayer," he said.
upon "Bible readers;" I say, had these public schools.
and other shady elements been 'l\lueMany questions about religion
penciled from the half hour show, you
Although he had not discussed in · schools remain unanswered,
would have come up with a very skelthe problem with the President, Hays. said. But he continued, !.~I
etonized presentation.
domain? You have no right to purvey have felt that the Court could not
IS THERE .SOME EVIL CONSPIR- lewdness, obscenity and profanity. In- have decided otherwise than it
ACY, a collusion between you and pro- crement of this cannot but bring judgdid."
ducers,
dedicated
to
demoralizing ment of the Moral Governor of the
The solution to these problem's
youth and sullying Christian homes in world down upon our heads.
our land? Must we drown in the ' bilge
I can stand to have my political toes does not lie in . governmental inwater being pumped into our parlors? tramped on by the buffoonery of the terference, not even local governI resent it, with every atom and cor- TW -3 players (even enjoy it... slight- ments, he said. Rather, church
puscle, that my family .and guests ly), but when they turn into corruptleaders and educators "can work
should be taken advantage of by ped- ers of morality; revilers of ''Bible
dlers of lust in my own front room, readers;" perverters of: sex. . .then, I out some new suggestions that
while your players generate mocking am ready to declare a one-man·war on will embody the growing good
laughter at sacred or intimate things. NBG.
will among the religious bodies,"
It is wholly unacceptable! Absolutely
If you are waiting to see just how Hays pointed out.
nothing is welcome which defiles the
atmosphere and is an affront to the
sensibilities of modest people. Where
is the logic in "No one HAS to look
and listen?" It is too late to swit.c h
channels after dealers in smut have
already smirched the atmosphere.
I have just returned from an exploration up the Orinoco river in the Territory Federal Amazonas. There one
finds natives wearing not even a
thread of clothing. Not once did' I observe the slightest suggestion of lewdness or licentiousness. The nude,
bronze-skinned
savages
conducted
themselves with decorum. I wish I
could say as much for the sophisticated celebrities which NBC brings into
our ho~es, along with their b'ag of
nasty c01p.modities.

WHY THE DEFILEMENT OF THE
ETHER WAVES with "Go to hell,"
and "You damned fool," and the like?
Who gives TV network executives the
authority to prostitute what is public
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much irreverence and vileness the traffic will stand, and the public allow,
then be advised that far more people
are incensed than it may seem. At the
moment, . they may be only smoldering,
wringing their: hands in disgust and
despair while waiting to be marshalled.
I intend to do my part to help them
lif,t their united voice of protest, loud
and clear. I am commencing right now
by sending a copy of this protest to
each member of the Federal Communication Commission; to your responsible colleagues in TV; and men in high
governmental command with whom I
have to do at times.
'
R. S. This week's T V GUIDE provides something for your network conscience. "CBS's producers have received a memo from the front office
directing them to curtail the use of
such words as "hell" and· "damn" in
their shows." Trivia? At least it is one
step in the right direction. HATS OFF
TO CBS!-Clay Cooper, President,. Vision, Inc., Spokane, Wash.

Hasty efforts yo amend the
Constitution before other clarifying rulings come from the Supreme Court were hit oy the President's consultant. He expressed
the conviction that future rulings
would make it clear that religion
in the schools is not proscribed
but only that government control
and regulation are ruled out. ·
"If I am wrong in my conclusions," Hays wrote, "I believe
that drafting an amendment dealing with so vital a subject as -religious freedom should not be undertaken until there shall have
been a thorough consideration of
the matter by the people to be
affected and that means all of the
people of the United States."
Page Five

Partnership with God
gives work meaning

"Next to faith in God, is faith in
"Master , Control," ·a radio program sponsored by Southern
Baptists, is scheduled by many
stations at such an early Sundaymorning hour that many people
miss the benefit of its strong informative features.
David Wilkerson is a specialist
in the field of guidance for teenagers. He numbers by the multiplied scores floundering young
persons whom he has influenced
over into a road of happiness by
helping them to find and accept
Christ. Thus they are led into a
way that offers double protection:
Christian principles ami sensible
reasoning.
Interviewed on the "Master
Control" program on Sunday
morning, May 31, David Wilkerson was aked his opinion as to
wh~t is lacking in experience and
training that accounts for such
widespread problems in the world
of teenagers.
His reply was prompt and positive: "Work and faith in God."
A great many problems would
be eliminated from the present and
av-oided in the future if in their
growing-up years teenagers recognized the why and learned
the how of work.
A young husband was telling
me about his wife's brief illness.
Among other things, he said, "It
was pretty rough coming home to
Page Six

tabor."~Bovee

find dirty dishes in the kitchen
and the house untouched."
His comment, revealed two
facts: He had married a girl who
knew how to work and who kept
an orderly home for him· and he
had learned that it tak~s more
than the push of ·a button to keep
an orderly and cheerful house.
Some people grow ·to be adults
without acquiring the realization
that this world is geared to a pattern of work. The guy or the gal
who is reluctant, irritable, or slovenly about carrying his or her
part of the work-load causes friction and unpleasantness at home
and downgrades his standing with
the school crowd.
Even
glamorous personality
soon loses the lustre of charm
when that one is lacking in the
know-how and the inclination to
work.
There are some tr.ied-and-true
steps that lead to efficiency and
satisfaction in work.
1. Do the hardest job first.
Begin by washing the dishes, dustthe furniture, finishin'g the ironing : then arrange the flowers, fill
the candy jar, put up the new
curtains. Take out the garbage,
clean out the grass in the hardto-get-to places: then. mow the
middle of the yard, wash the car
-do the things you enjoy doing.
2. Get your work assignment

sense of guilt or.er neglecting
do one's duty results in poor dL
positions, temper flares and tensions at home and school.
3. Be honest. You may get by
with short-cuts and cover-ups,
but your cheating will catch up
with you: Ultimately you will find
it was yourself you hoodwinke
and short-changed.
4. Eeep in good spirit. You
aren't really overworked and imposed upon: you have just fallen
into •the habit of thinking you
are. Busy people are happy people.
Keep your poise. Cultivate more
concern about seeing that you d
your part than about, protectin
yourself.
And believe! Faith in God is th
corner stone of •life. 'Partnershi
with God gives meaning to th
work we do. Living to the golor.
of God supplies worthy purpose t
all our activities. Prayer will un
' tangle the kinks, sharpen work ca
pacity and change languid atti
. tudes into energy.
David Wilkerson is right: wor
and faith in God conscientious!
applied will help disgrunti'
adolescents with chips on thei
shoulders to become successf
teeners 'with confidence in them
selves.
Last night in our dorm famil.
altar time, one S.e minary girl sai
"Please pray especially for m
Throughout summer school I w·
be meeting twice each week wi
a group of undisciplined adol
cent girls and boys. Do join me ·
asking God to supply the wisdo
needed ~ " One girl after anoth
in our praying circle responded
this request. We believe that o
prayers will be answered and th
this student will find ways to e
ploy their energies and lead the
to have faith in God.
'\ Whatever your situationPray.
Believe.
Stay constructively busy.

hfrs. J. II. Street
P. 0. Box 853
New Orleans Baptist Seminary
3939 Gentilly Boulevard
New Orleans, Louisiana
ARKANSAS BAP

Baptist beliefs

The Bookshelf

Thoe Hope of Glory, by Dale l!oody,
Eerdmans, 1964, $4.95
In his preface to this comprehensh-e
guide to the biblical understanding of
BY HERSCHEL H. HOBBS
•The Hope of Man, The -Hope of History,
Past President, Southern Baptist Convention
and The Hope of Creation, Dr. Moody
states: "Some difficult and dark quesFirst Ba tist Church Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
tions need more light than we have,
IS the Christian bound by the tithe as such. But where He dealt -but we have let our light shine ar; far
law of the tithe? This is a much with an Old Testament law He as it would go."
In developing the three main sections
debated question by many con- always raised its requirement,
of
his study, Dr. Moody shows that all
scientious people. never lowered it. We may assume
thi!lgS are "last things" on the boundary
0 ne
argument that had He dealt with the tithe between God' and man. Man, history, the
against it is the He would have done the same in whole of creation have to do with hop a,
he asserts. He emphasizes the truth
scarcity of New that case.
that "he who began a good work in
Testament referThe tithe was not merely a part you will bring it to completion at the
ences to the tithe.
of
the Levitical law which was day of Jesus Christ" focuses all things
It is true that not
on the end.
once is the titl:te fulfilled in Christ. It ante-dated
The a~or is professor of systematic
mentioned speci- the Mosaic law · (cf. Genesis theology at Southern Baptist Seminary,
fically in connec- 14 :20). Dr. J. E. Dillard pointed Louisville, Ky. .
'DR. HOBBs
tion with Chris- out that while some ancient Observer in Rome, ,b y Robert McAfee
Rrown, Doubleday, 1964, $4.95
tian giving. But this is to argue people did not offer sacrifices in
As an official observer for the World
from silence, the weakest of all their religion, they all practiced Alliance
and Presbyterian
the giving of the tithe. It would Churches,ofDr.Reformed
arguments in Jogic.
Brown was permitted to
seem, therefore, that the . tithe
the entire second session of the
Let us note the New Testament was basic in God's teaching attend
Council (Sept. 29 to Dec. 4, 1963)-a
references to the tithe. Three concerning g1vmg, a practice privilege granted to very few Catholics,
words are used. 'The verb form which spread even into pagan let alone non-Catholics. This first-hand
dekatoo, to giv€: a tenth, is found religions. Thus the tithe was ·not account of those ten dramatic weeks in
only in Hebrews 7 :6,9, wh€re it merely a Levitical law to raise Rome reflects both the authority of a
distinguished theologian and the clarity,
is rendered "received tithes" money for themselves and the ' verve,
and humor of an outstanding reand "payed tithes'' respectively Tabernacle. It was basic in God's porter. ·
.
•
(KJV). The noun dekate, tenth program to develop His people.
The Historical Jesus and the Kerygpart, is found in Hebrews 7:2,
matic Christ, selected essays edited
Even in Old Testament giving
4, 8-9. All of these refer to the the practice was "tithes and "ofby Carl E. Braaten and Roy A. Harrisville, Abingdon Press, 1964, $5
O'ld Testament system. The verb ferings" (Malachi 3:10; author's
This collection of essays deals with
apodekatoo (four times in N. ').'.) italics). So the tithe was not the
the third phase of the controversy over
means to give away a tenth. But goal but the beginning point. The the New Testament begun by Rudolf
in Hebrews 7:5 it reads "to take Christian should not give less Bultmann with the publication of his
tithes." Jesus used this w9rd on under grace than the Jew did historic article, "The New Testament
an'd Mythology." The first phase of
two occasions referring to the under law.
this debate was concerned with myth,
Pharisees (Matthew 23:23; cf . .
To be sure, Jesus and the New the second with history, ·andl the third
Luke 11:42; Luke 18 :12). But Testament writers taught that all centers around the quest of the hisdoes a mere counting of the num- of our possessions belong to God. torical Jesus.
Most of these essays ap.peared origber of uses tell the whole story? But does not the Old Testament
inally in German and are translated
The scarcity of the mention of teach the same? Certainly the into English here for the first time.

THE CHRISTIAN AND THE TITHE

the tithe in the New Te'stament
may be explained by the fact that
it was so universally observed as
to warrant no great emphasis.
Jesus commended the Pharisees
for tithing, but condemned the
·spirit in which they did so (Matthew 23 :23) . It may be assumed
that Jesus Himself tithed. As good
Jews His mother and Joseph probably taught Him to do so. The
Pharisees never criticized Him for
not tithing. Had He neglected this
practice it is difficult to understand how they would have failed
to do so. Jesus did not teach the
JUNE 11, 1964

Christian should not give less than
the tithe. It should be his starting
point, not his goal For he, too,
must give "tithes and offering."
The Christian should not ask,
"How little must I give?" but
"How much may I give?" Fo'r God
weighs our gifts not by the
arriount of the gift but by how
much we have left after we give.
The gift is a measure of our love.
And "where your treasure is,
there will your heart · ·be also"
(Matthew 6 :21). It is also true '
that "where your heart is, there
will your treasure be also." .

. . .

A Survey of Syntax in the Hebrew Old
Testament, by J . Wash Watts, Eerdmans, 1964, $3.95
Affirming that accurate translation
of Old Testament Hebrew has been
handicapped by confusion on the part
of Hebrew scholars as to the precise
meaning of certain verb for.ms and conjunctions, Dr. Watts presents both a
general treatment of the principles of
syntax and a special examination of the
perfect and imperfect tenses of waw.
The revision conta ins also additior:.s o
the imperfects, t he comple ·on o! - e
treatment of conditional sentenees. extended study of dependen clauses
.:
many rearrangement.s intended to aid
the study of all fea tures.

Page Seven
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A gent~ to -olicit -ub-criptions fo
a denominational newspaper t
be paid on the reception of t he
first number of that paper."

NEST EGGS
BY J. I.

-

Arkansas Baptists'
newspaper

A NEST egg is the egg that is
"PUBLISH a paper." That's
left in the nest to keep the hen· what the messengers at the 1856
from deserting the nest and to convention said.
induce the hen to
The New Hope
to lay more eggs
church in Dallas
in the same place.
county b u z zed
A nest egg may
with excitement as
be one of the
*' messengers of the
hen's own eggs or
state body crowdit may be an ared within its walls
tificial egg. The
to hear discussion
kind of egg used
for a denominafor the ne·s t · egg
tional paper on
~- -M~~ cossEv
is not important
DR. SELPH
Monday morning
as long as it induces the. hen to of tlte session.
return and lay more eggs. If one
All morning and until three
of the hen's own eggs...is Hsed too
long as a nest .egg it will become o'clock that afternoon the bretha.. rotten egg. Our own nest egg ren studied the possibility of su-:h
ideas, if · not kept active, will be- forward steps. The messengers,
come stale. The artificial egg may forming a "committee of the
be as hard as a rock, but it is all whole" made the following obserright as long as it brings the hen vation.
back to lay more eg•gs.
"We recommend that the Ex-.
If the nest egg brings the hen ecutive Committee instruct their
back to the nest enough days for
her to lay about fifteen eggs and corned as seed for a better way
if she is willing to sit on them 21 of doing it. It is more important
gays she may mother a fine flock who produces the nest egg ideas
of chickens. It is plain to see that that work, grab th~m and put
each hen's nest is a center of them into ·production. There are
influence, a place of production nest egg ideas that will put Sunand a birth-place for more chick- day Schools, Training Unions and
ens.
other church activities into real
Truth is a nest egg for the pro- production and we should alert
duetion of churches, for more fol- ourselves to find them and use
lowers of Christ and is the future them. Do your own thinking.
of Christianity. Each truth pro- Your head is likely full of nest
duces more truth, to 'be preached egg ideas, hatch them out and use
in more places, to more people in them. Your ideas are probably
more nation:- until the peoples of · better than any you can find else/this world have heard the gospel where.
of salvation.
I read many books in search of
Each of us may become a nest nest egg ideas. Rich and wonderegg center of influence for the ful nest egg ideas can be found
spread of truth over this earth. right where one reads. When you
The truth seed planted wherever have discovered a nest egg idea,
there are people may result in a develop it and .probably many
church which becomes a perma- other ideas will be laid beside it.
nent center of influence for That nest egg idea that you are
Christ. .Thoreau said, "Each keeping covered in your mind may
thought that is welcomed and re- be just what the world is waiting
corded is a nest egg by the side of for. Regardless of your age, you
which more will be laid."
should be creative in your thinkFor every old job we have, new ing. Please let the world have the
ideas and plans s4ould be wei- benefit of your creative thinking.

Matters of education and publication so engrossed the messengers that they decided to drop all
other endeav.ors. But the ttext
year produced little more than
enthusiasm for the pro;:."'sed work.
However, when the Convention
met in Charleston in 1858, Rev.
P. S. G. Watson and Rev. D Buckley were appointed as the denominational paper committee. They
reported at 4 o'clock on Monday
afternoon.
They said circll!mstances indicated th.e need of a State ,paper.
They further recommended that
all nec.e ssary arrangements be
Il)ade to publish said paper. Full
discussion followed.
Bids had been received from
publishers over the state. The
be~t bids were from Little Rock
and Helena. But the Convention
could not decide between the two
towns. President W. M. Lea 1 was
asked to n,e gotiate with publishers in the two towns. He was to
give the terms to the Executive
Board, which vyas authorized to
select the publisher.
The paper was to be a medium
sheet, 18 by 24 inches.
The Rev. P. S. G. Watson was
recommended as editor. He accepted and expressed his appreciation to the body for such confidence, and pointed out some
problems involved in the new adventure. Many uncertainties faced
him as editor. But he felt the project would be .s elf-sustaining and
had great possibilities.
After discussion the name At·kansas Baptist was agreed upon.
Rev. Watson was authorized to
print 500 copies for a prospectu.:
and distribute them. The brethren corttributed $500 for this purpose.
The price of the paper. woul
be $2.00 for a year's subscriptioc
strictly in advance.
·
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Arkansas A.ll O~er-------------Arkansas Baptist
summer worker

ANOTHER six Arkansas laymen have · volunteered to help
needy West Coast Baptist churches in a Christian witnessing campaign, July 22-26.
This brings to 23 the number
of Arkansas men · who will participate in the West Coast Laymen'·s
Crusade.
Newest volunteers are Wendell
0. Harris, Osceola: Eugene Walker, Clarksville; M. C. Miller,
Booneville: Ernest C. Bra·dshaw
and Christopher Carl Reed, Dumas; a:t:td Clyde B. Hogan, Marianna.
The men will be assigned to
specific' churches in California,
Oregon, or Washington where they
will give their Christian witness,
do soul-winning enlistment, give
their testimonies in churches and
before civic groups and . perform
any other jobs the church leaders
may have in mind.
The West Coast Laymen's Crusade is . designed to enrich the spiritual lives of the laymen and build
in them a greater zeal for missions.-Brotherhood Commission

MISS GRACIE HATFIELD

MISS Gracie Hatfield has
joined the staff of the Arkansas
Baptist' N ~wsmagazine as a summer editorial .assistant.
The daughter of Lawson Hatfield, secretary of the Sunday
Arkansas
School Department,
State Convention, she attended
Ouachita College last year and
will major in journalism at Baylor University beginning this fall.
During her student days at
Central High School in Little
Rock, Miss Hatfield was editor of
the school newspaper, the Tiger.
She was a member of Beta Club
and the National Honor Society .
At Ouachita · she served as news
editor of the Signal, college-semimonthly publication.
Miss Hatfield and her family
are members of Immanuel Church,
Little Rock, where she will serve
as a superintendent this summer
in the Junior department of the
Sunday School.

Charles Draper ordained
CHARLES W. Draper was ordained to the ministry May 31
at First Church, Warren, . where
his father, Dr. James T. Draper,
is pastor.
·
He will serve as interim pastor of Southside Mission during
the summer, while the pastor,
Tom Eliff, is on leave to do
mission work in New England.
JUNE 11, 1964

OBC students to E1,1rope

.

MISS Anita Anthony of Murfreesboro and Miss Shirley Wicker of Shreveport, La., students at
Ouachita College, left New York
City last week for Europe and the
Holy Land on a tour sponsored by
the college.
'
•
The tour will include visits in
Egypt, Lebanon, Syria, Jordan,
Israel, Greece, Ita:ly, Switzerland,
Germany, France and England.
Miss Anthony and Miss Wicker
m-e the only students making the
trip. Other tour members include
15 persons from Arkansas and
surrounding states. Director of
the tour is Dr. Carl Goodson, professor of Religion at Ouachita.
Dr. Goodson has previously traveled in 14 countries of Europe,
Africa and the Holy Land.
The tour group will return to
New York City June 30 where
many of the members will remain
several days to visit the World's
Fair.

'

ED F. MCD.ONALD Ill

REV. Ed F. McDonald III of
North Little Rock has aGcepted a
pastorate in Berryville, effective
this month.
A native of Malvern, Rev. McDonald is a graduate of Ouachita
College and holds a bachelor of
divinity degree from Southern
Seminary, Louisville, Ky.
He served as summer pastor at
at Campbell Station Church,
and Southside Mission, Newport,
and as pastor at Okolona Church
·d uring his college days. While attending the seminary, he pastored
at Orville Church, Pleasureville,
Ky.
His wife, the former Miss Patricia S. Smith of Morrilton, is
also a graduate of Ouachita College. They are the parents of one
son, Stephen Edward, 6 weeks.

Off to Ridgecrest
THREE girls from Ashley Association are attending YW A
conference at Ridgecrest, following a recent meeting ' in which
girls who had attended both
Ridgecrest and Glorieta assemblies gave reports.
The three are Camille Smith,
First Church, Hamburg ; Becky
Hobbs, F irst Church, Fountain
Hill, and Jo Denton, First
Church, Crossett.
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Mr. HSTC of 1964
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..

MR.

PARI

ROBERT E. Parr of Tulsa,
Okla., has accepted the pasto~ate
of Immanuel Church, Rqgers.
Mr., Parr received his B.A. degree from Ouachita Collegs; and
an 1VLS. in counseling and guidance from Oklahoma State University, where he worked as a
graduate assistant supervising a
counseling practicum. He attended .Southwestern Seminary
for three years.
He
has
previously
served
churches in Grannis, Ark., Wichita Falls and Fort Worth, Tex.
Since March, 1957, he has been
a teacher and counselor · in the
Tulsa school system and has
served as interim or supply pastor for 30 churches in. the area.
Mrs. Parr is ~he former Miss
Billie Jean Corn of Little Rock.
'They have three •c hildren, Bobby,
15, Randall, 10, and Lynette, 8.
TAMMY
Taggart,
young
dal!lghter of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Taggart, First Church, Augusta,
enrolled in the Nursery de- .
partment when she was ten days
old. She has attended Sunday
School and church every Sunday
since, Pastor Thomas E. Lindley
reports. Tammy also attended
every day of the Vacation Bible
School and slept soundly in the
nursery 1while her mother worked in the Junior department. "In
Augusta we· believe in starting
thE! children when quite young,"
says Mr. Lindley.
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AM&N honors 'Villiams

REV. Marine Williams, pastor
DOYLE BUTTS, president of
the Henderson Batpist Student of Arch Street Chureh, Little
Union, was named "Mr. HSTC" Rock, and associate with Dr.
for 1964 at Ren- Clyde Hart in the Race Relations
d e r so n
State Department of the Arkansas ,BapTeachers College ,! tist State Convention, received the
in
Arkadelphia. honorary Doctor-of-Laws degree
The honor, one from A.M. and N. College, Pine
of the highest a Bluff; at the 83rd annual comyoung man can mencement exercises of the colreceive at Hen- lege recently. Dr. Williams was
derson, is given the baccalaureate speaker for the
on the basis of a occasion.
DOYLE BUTTS
VOte by the StUA native of Cotton Plant, Dr.
dent body. It is announced ·each Williams has been an ordained
year at ' the' an nual awards as- minister since 1939. He received
1
from Philander
ssernbly when The Star, the s,chool the B.A. degree
yearbook which sponsors the Smith College in 1939 and the B.
D. degree from Virginia Univeraward, is presented.
Doyle is a senior at 'Henderson, sity in 1947.
but will return next ·y ear for one
more semester. He has served 'fo·r , and Key," the school's service o·rtwo years as · president of the ga:nization, and. ha's been active in
BSU. In addition to his hon0r, other school activities. He· was
he was designated "Outstanding also elected to "Who's ' Who in
Military Cadet" for the year. He American Colleges and Universihas served as president of "Heart ties."- Nancy Philley

~~

J . HARDEE KENNEDY (center), theology dean at New Orleans
Seminary, reviews tlie progratm for the Seminary's third annual Pastor's Conference, June 22-26, with two of the program personnel, J.
Wash Wa.t ts (left), professor of Old Testament, and W . W. Adams ,
(right), pr-ofessor of New Testament. Dr~ Kennedy announces thq,t
a few rooms ar-e still available for the four-day conference. A.Zready
registered from Arkansa,s are four pastors. Arkansas pastor W. 0.
Vaught, of Immanuel Church, Little Rock; is scheduled to speak at
the daily morning worship s~rviqes.-NOS RELEASE
ARKANSAS BAPTIST

Wins Oklahoma award

Traineeship winner

Ouachita grants

JOHN Gardner, Fort Smith, received the Bison Glee Club Gold
A ward recently. Oklahoma Baptist
University's Warren M. Angell
College of Fine Arts A wards Convocation honored eight musicians.
Mr. Gardner was named the best
all-around senior musician of the
Glee Club, outstanding in the areas
of musicianship, scholarship and
contribution to the spirit of the
club.

MISS Ruth Sellars, a graduating senior from Ouachita College, has been awarded an $1,800
traineeship
for
next year at
Louisiana
State
University.
Miss
Sellars
r eceived
her
bachelor of science degree in
psychology
and
sociology
from
·MISs SHLARs
Ouachita during
graduation exercises May 31.
The traineeship, presented by
the National Institute of Mental
Health, is renewable for a second
year. Miss Sellars will be doing
psychiatric social work toward
her Master of Science in Social
Work.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard 0. Sellars, formerly
of Little Rock and presently of
Houston. Her father was manager
of the Baptist Book Store in Little Rock and presently holds the
same position in Houston.

ARKADELPHIA-A grant of
$7,000 has been awarded the
chemistry department at Ouachita
Ba pti st College by the National
Science Foundation, Dr. Ralph A.
Phelps Jr., president, has announced.

MR. and Mrs. Horace W. Fite,
Jr., Southern Baptist missionaries
who had been on furlough, expected to leave the States May 23 to
resume their work in South Brazil, where he directs the Baptist
agricultural school
in Ceres.
(Their address: Caixa Postal 36,
Ceres, Goiaz, Brazil.) He is a native of Mena (he grew up in
various Arkansas and Texas communities) ; she is the former ·salle Taylor, native of Lehman, Tex.
(she grew up in Presidio and
Crosbyton, Tex.) .

The grant has been matched by
a gift of $7,000 from Birkett L.
Williams, a Ouachita alumnus in
Cleveland, 0. In making the gift,
Mr. Williams said he was doing
so because he had been impressed
.by the quality of Ouachita's chemistry department, which has four
men with Ph. D. degrees in it.
The grant is for the purchase
of equipment to improve under-graduate instruction. Dr. E. A.
Provine is chairman of the departmer:t, and Dr. Wayne Everett is
coordinator of the inRtructional
improvement program being assisted by the grant.
Dr. Phelps indicated that these
additions bring to $32,000 the
grants and gifts to the chemistry
department in the past two years.

Current River-Gainesville

Pastors move
JIM Fowler has resigned . as
pastor of the ~eonard Church and
will be moving soon to Gainesville, Mo., to teach school and
serve a church near Mountain
Home, Ark.
DONALD Smith has resigned
Brown's Chapel to attend school
in Alabama.
LESLIE Allen has resigned as
pastor of Knobel Church to move.
to Missouri.
FRANK Bobbitt, pastor of Holly Island Church was ordained
to the ministry May 20 by Ardmore Church, Memphis. He. is attending Southern Baptist College.

MISS JEWEL HANNAH, native of Jonesboro, and for· twelve
years Baptist Student 'Union director at William Carey College, H a,tties- .
burg, Miss., was honored recently by having th~ schoo~ yearb'ook,
The Crusader, dedicated in her honor. Miss Hannah is a graduate of
Arkansas State and taught there for three years prior to going to
William Carey. Mi.ss Hannah will be married in August to AJfred
Conniff, a student a.t New Orleans Seminary.-William Carey News
JUNE 11 , 1964

REV. P. J. Crowder, Sparkman, announces he has resigned
as supply pastor of New H ope
Church effective J une 7 and iavailable to serve some other
church as supply pastor.
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OBC students
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NANCY BROOKS

•

fields

-

DANNY COKER

HAZEL REEVES

JEAN JINKS

TOM MARTIN

JERRY

DAMARAS COKER

HUGH FLOYD

VIRGINIA ANDREWS

TWELVE students from Ouachita College have and Damatras . Coker; Hazel Reeves, and Marilyn
received appointments from the Home Mission Board Burns.
to serve as summer missionaries in nine different
Others appointed include Jean Jenks to New M exstates. Two going · to Colorado are Miss Nancy i!:o, Hugh Floyd to Georgia, Tom Martin to Ke~
Brooks of Ro.ger·s and M~ss Gail Cooper of Arka- tucky, Jerry Dorr to Illinois, Virginia Amdrews to
delphia. Four are being sent to the Washington- California, and Leon Wilhite to Florida.
Oregon area. They include a married couple, Danny
Page Twelve
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Southwestern Seminary graduates eleven Ar ka

ARKANSAS students who received .the Master of
Religious Education Degree were: Left to right (beginning at the top) William D. Hayes, Stuttgart;
Gene H. Kitterman, Hope; Jack E. Schoeppey, Fort
Smith 1 Clifton F. Whelchel, Springdale; and June
Whitlow, Haz.en. Those who received the Bachelor of
JUN

11, 1964

Divinity degree were: Bobby R. Alexan der, Beirne;
Lynn E. Eagan, Siloam Springs; Don A. NaU, Camden; Wallace W. Scott, Little Rock; Homer W . Sh irley Jr., Mt. Pleasant. Carol E. Hartsfield, Searcy
received the Bachelor of Church MUBic degree.
Pa~e Thirteen

urch wtns

EARL Bailey, (left) minister of education and music, and Dr. Lloyd
Hunnicutt, pastor, proudly d~spla.y the four standatrds awarded Central
Ch!wrch.
CENTRAL Church, Magnolia,
Among the requirements a
is one of four churches in the church must meet to achieve this
Southern B a p t i s t Convention status is that 75 per cent . of the
whkh has attained an Advance departments (or classes in ·a class
Standard Sunday School. This Sunday School) must be standard.
The state Sunday School secreachievement marks the 20th anniversary o:l' Dr. Loyd Hunnicutt, tary observes two actions by Mr.
Bailey which advanced the cause
pastor.
Although Central Church has at Central. First is the emphasis
attained the Standard of Excel- on teaching improvement at the
lence for four of the past five weekly officers and teachers meetyears, the Advanced Standard ing. Second, the weekly publicakept eluding the workers. Last tion of a newsletter with informafall, Earl Bailey, minister of tion and direction concerning Bieducation, met with department ble teaching.-Reporter.
superintendents to make definite
plans to achieve this goal.
A new $300,000 educational unit .
was completed and additional resource materials were added to TV Church viewed
the church library. Trainif\g reSERVICES at First Church,
quirements were met through Pine Bluff, are being telecast at
home and class study.
11 a.m. .each Sunday over Station
KATV, beginning May 31.
Gay Darter ordained
The church . is using its own
equipment,
purchased for $20,000
MAY 17 Gay .Darter, :fisher,
and
renovated
by the staff of the
was ordained to the ministry by
television
station.
About a dozen
First Church, Fisher.
·
Participating in the service persons, either members of the
were Rev. Jimmy Garner, pastor; church or on the staff, will operRev. L. D. Eppinette, missionary ate the equipment. They were
of Trinity Association; Rev. Roger trained by KA TV personnel.
Rev. Robert L. Smith is pastor
Criner, pastor, Weiner Church;
Rev. James A. Costner Jr., pastor, of the church. Rev. Frank Baker,
Waldenburg Church; C. H. Wix- the associate minister, is a forsen, Fisher Church deacon; and mer television announcer. (DP)
Rev. James A. Overton, pastor,
First Church, Marked Tree, who Revivals
preached the sermon. '
Mr. Darter will be graduating
BARTHOLOMEW Association
from Southwestern Seminary in Crusade: 18 churches participaJuly. He and his wife plan to . do ting, 12 reporting; 30 for bapmission work in the North.-Re- tism; 18 other additions; Ronald
porter.
D. Raines, evangelism chairman.
age Four een

Enters political scene
RUSSELLVILLE-Lee
Hollaway, a 19.64 graduate of Ouachita College, has joined the staff
of Joe Hubbard in his campaign
for the Democratic' nomination
for Governor.
Hollaway is the son of Rev.
and Mrs. Ernest L. Hollaway,
Jr., Southern Baptist missionaries to Japan. He is the grandson of E. L. Hollaway, of Corning, and Dr. R. C. Daily, of Arkadelphia.
He has served throughout this
· past year as president of the
Arkansas Student
Government
Association and is listed in
Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges.
He has edited the Ouachita
nfwspaper, the Signal, and has
just completed his job as editor
of the statewide Baplist Student
Union yearbook.

NASHVILLE-P R 0 G R A M
GUESTS at the Southwestern
Baptist faculty conference June
25-27 at the Majestic Hotel, Hot
Springs, will be: (top row) Dr.
E1·ic Rust, professor of Christian
philosophy, Southern Seminary,
Louisville; Dr. L. D. Johnson, pastor of Fi1·st Church, Greenville,
S. C.; (bottom row): Rev. Jimmy Allen, executive secretarry,
Christian Life Commission of the
Baptist General Convention of
Texas, Dallas; Dr. James Ralph
Scales, pTesident, Oklahoma Baptist University, Shawnee.

•
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Br-other hood

'Confidently'

Already underway
WHEN you read this the first
Jl week of the state Royal Ambas-

sador camping season will be nearly over. Two more
weeks
of
RA
Camps follow imThe
mediately:
Crusader Camp,
June 15-19 (for
boys 9-11), and
the
Pioneer
Camp, June 22-26
(for boys 12-14).
MR. TULL
The
Brotherhood Department has endeavored
to get camping information, posters, registration sheets, etc., into
the hands of every pastor and of
every RA counselor. If for any
.:r:eason your church has not received these materials, write the
Brotherhood
Department, 302
Baptist Building, Little Eock, and
they will be mailed to you immediately.
Nineteen sixty four will mark
the first year of the operation of
the RA camping program at the
new Arkansas Baptist camp (yet
to be named). The c!).mp is located
just off State Highway 9, and
only a few hundred yards north of
the village of Paron in Saline
County. Access to the camp is
possible and easy from all parts
of our state. Look .at your map
and locate Morrilton. Notice that
Highway 9 runs north and south
through Morrilton. Follow south
from Morrilton to Paron. The
camp is on the left side of the
road, just north of Paron. Or, if
you come li.n through Benton,
you will have no trouble finding Paron and the camp.
We are grateful that Arkansas
Baptists have laid hold of the immense job of providing camping
facilities for Arkansas Baptist
boys and girls. Now we have the
camp, thanks to Dr. Whitlow and
other forward looking leaders in
our state. But we now have
another responsibility, and that is
of filling the camp with boys and
girls; and also of building a
worthy camping program which
will make use of every week in
JUI' E 11, 196.4 .

"TOM, we taugh our
live confidently, and he d i
fidently-he though t he cou
run the - , in.These were
e
·words spoken b_~
a Christian mo her who had • udMRS. WARDLAW
MISS HEN~ERSON
denly lost from
Maioring in leadership
this earth her oldest son.
IS your family making plans to
Lofton Hudson
spend. one refreshing- week at Sisaid at Ridgeloam Springs Assembly this sumoR. LOGUE
crest "the oppomer? The Assembly is truly a
site
of
faith
is
not doubt-it is
"Family Affair"- there is a place
for everyone each of the three pessimism."
To live or to die confidently is
weeks.
Are you an "Age-Group" leader the C,hristian's privilege. The Biin your church, association or dis1 ble speaks of Jesus having joy as
trict? If so, the assembly has been he faced the cross .
Fred's life was not nearly three
particularly planned for you.
score ana ten, but he lived it fully
L~adership courses are planned to
help each of you become a better and confidently.-Tom J. Logue,
and more efficient worker.
Director
Among the leaders of the elementary conferences for the week
of July 6-11 are some of the elementary specialists from neighboring . states. Leading the Nursery workers will be .Mrs. Dale
Ward'law, Springfield, Mo., ·state
approved Nursery worker for the
Sunday School Department of
Missouri. Leading the Beginner
'
workers will be Miss Evelyn .
Henderson, Alexandria, La., associate in charge of Elementary
work for the State Sunday 'School
Department of Louisiana.
Conference leaders for this and
other weeks will be our O}Vn well
The word of God with 14
qualified and capable workers in
their particular field.
chain referen'f.s on the plan
You cannot afford to miss this
of salvation. ' Includes lesopportunity in our own state.sons for spiritual growth,
Mary Emina Humphrey, Elemenand notes. Size, 234 x 4112
tary Director
inches. Paper binding. (5n)

SOUL.
WINNER'S
NEW
TESTAMENT
edited by
Clift Brannon

every summer to provide for more
and more boys and girls. Too,
Arkansas Baptists are !aced with
the · necessity of utilizing the
camp facilities all during the year
to set forward all that we are
endeavoring to do as a denomination.
Let's all get behind our camp
and into our camping program.N elson Tull, Secretary
.

each, $1.00
In lots Of 100 or more,
each, 60¢
Visit, phone, or write your

ABAPTIST BOOK STORE

... open daily
Monday through Saturday
for your shopping convenience.
408 Spring St.

Little Rock, Ark.
~ge fifteen

Religious Education

Woman's Miss1:ona1·y Union

Siloam Physicians and
nurses
EACH year we have a great
service rendered our Siloam Assemblies by three Arkansas doctors and the
Baptist
HospitaL The Baptist
Hospital
p r ovides us · with a
graduate nurse
and one or two
nurses in training.
We also have
DR. MARTIN
three outstanding doctors give a full week of
their time free of charge to us.
There is ' no adequate way to estimate what this week costs these
doctors in business missed back
home.
Here are our doctors for 1964.
All are active
Baptist laymen
I
who add to our spiritual and physical benefits at Siloam:
Dr. Calvin Austin of MenaFirst week-General Medicine.
Dr. Ken Lilly, North Little Rock
-Second Week- General Medicine.
Dr. A. B. Mastin of Holt-Krock
Clinic, Fort Smith-Internal Medicine-Third week.
Thanks, gentlemen for making'
yourselves available to us! Thanks,
Mr. Gilbreath and nurses for your
contribution !-J. T. Elliff, Director.
North Pulaski Association
Church
Archview
Baptist Tabernacle
Bethel
Calvary
Capitol Hill
Douglas ville, Firs t
East End
Faith
Fores t Highla nds
Gaines Street
Hebron
Immanuel
Imnton
Life Line
L ittle R ock, First
Little Rock, Second
Longview
Markham Street
Nail's Memorial
Pine Grove
Pulaski Heights
Reynolds Memorial
Rivers ide
Rosedale
Shady Grove
Sheridan, First
South Highland
Sunset Lane
Trinity
Tyler Street
Vimy Ridge, Immanuel
West Side
Woodlawn
Woodson
TOTALS

age Sixt

n

B'aptisme
2
4
4
2
4
5
2
8
23
14
3
37
18
10
9
11
1
6
2
6
10
3
12
4
5
9

Letter
2
3
1
3
1
5
7
2
3
20
2
22
8
2
16
5
1
3
6
3
1
10
1

5

1
1
2'

5

218

139

T-raining Union

New camp ready
for GAmporee

Important questions

FORTY miles northwest of Little Rock where the hills begin to
rise to the Ozarks, last minute
preparations for the GA's of Arkansas are being made. New
brick cabins, each with its own
bath, are grouped in fours with a
fire circle in the center. The concrete swimming pool looks blue
and cool in the sunlight or sparkling and dear under lights for
night swimming. T"he dinner bell
is ready to be rung ; the · snack
shack is stocked.
When the campers arrive for
any one of the five weekly sessions
beginning on July 6, .they will
find Mrs. S. Ladd Davies, director~
staffers and mtsstonai:-ies
awaiting them, ready to prove that
"It's a Small World After All".
Missionary guests are:·
Mrs. John E. Sylvester, worker
ampng the Russians in Miami,
·F lorida.
Mrs. James Hampton, Tanganyika.
Miss Irene Branun, Korea.
Mrs. Laverne Gregory, Costa
Rica.
Mrs. Tom Muskrat, worker
among the Indians in Kansas.
Mrs. Sam Jones, Southern Rhodesia.
Mrs.
James
Westmoreland,
Southern Rhodesia.
Mrs. Larr:y Don Slaughter,

FOR the next eight or ten
weeks, workers of the Training
Union -Department will undertake
to answer some
important
ques, · tions. Look f or
this column each
week and cut out
the answers to
the questions.
Here are some
of the questions
to be answered :
MR. ·DAvis
"Is the Nursery
a Baby-Sitting Situation?"
"How Should we Lead Juniors
to Participate in the MemorySword Drill?"
'~Why Did I Enter the Speakers' Tournament?"
· "What: is the New Member
Orientation Program?"
"Why Do I Like the Alternate
Adult Organization?"
"Should Primaries Just Play?"
Perhaps you have some questions you would like for us to
answer. If so, write us-Ralph W.
Davis, Secretary
worker among the Spanish in Colorado.
Mrs. Cecil Roberson, Nigeria.
Miss Maye Bell Taylor, Brazil.
In order to attend the week of
your choice, ma.il yo~r registration fee of $3.00 immediately t o
WMU, Baptist Building, Little
Rock, Arkansas.

Ladies & G(;!ntlemen-"We want your business"

OPEN A

J. T. K. REVOLVING CHARGE ACCOUNT

~~II'
. 1. Do It Today

Purchue,

2. Buy what you want

. up to

S. No Down Payment
4. lZ months to pay
1. Add on purchase
anytime
8. One monthly atate-

ment

WOJMI~U()pVN1VIB8~ SHOP-

ao' MAIN
ao' MAIN

$60.00
$120.00
$240.00
$360.00

Pay
Monthly

$5.00
$10.00
$20.00
$30.00

MEN'S .SBOP- 305 MAIN
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Evangelism

A p_e rsonal testimony
· MANY Christians do not attempt personal witnessing for
fear .of not knowing how. But,
any Christian can
give his testimony of his conversion.
When Paul was
pressed by the
Roman
officials
or by religious
leaders he gave
his personal tesMR. REED
timony. Acts 22
is one instance of this, "Men,
brethren, and fathers, hear ye my
defence which I make now unto
you," then he tells what happened.
In personal witnessing it is not
necessary to know a lot <'>f Scripture. Tell your experience. If you
have not had one this is a good
time to find it out. A witness
simply tellR another what has happened to him: "I was there; it
happened to me; I have encountered God ; He has reached me ;
He stood at my door and knocked
and when I opened the door He
came in and communed with me."
There are definite advantages
of this type witnessing: 1. It is
always an individual who witnesses. 2. It is his first-hand experi- .
ence, simple and personal. 3. It
takes no training to tell the experience. 4. It helps the hearer.
Many lost people have been saved
because of a personal testimony.
5. It helps the one who · testifies.
It ·Is a dangerous thing to pray
for a lost person and call his ·name
:to God in prayer. God may send
_you to see him.
· How long has it been since you - .
gave your testimony? How long
pas it been since you attempted to
witness to someone about Christ?
-Jesse S. Reed, Director.

POST CARD

MIMEOGRAPH
Complete with Supplies
$16.95-Postpaid
COMMISSION SALES CO.
Texarkana, Ark.
P.O. Box 1162

People want to lnow!

You'll discover . . .
WHAT DO
MISSIONARIES DO?
Johnni Johnson tells vivid, true-tolife experiences of foreign missionaries as she gives specific answers
on their "call" and their work on
mission fields. She shares brief accounts of their preaching, teaching,
and related work on spiritual frontiers. Also tells about specialist
_missionaries such as contractors,
secretaries, etc. A wonderful b0ok
for illustrations on missions and an
. excellent gift for a young person
considering mission work as · a
career. (26b)
$1.75

Abou-t missions and a courageous
missionary doctor . . . .

MISSIONS IN THE PLAN
OF' THE AGES
W. 0. Carver-This is a thorough,
detailed stwdy of the Bible's teachings on missions. It deals with nearly seven :hundred Bible passages
concerned with Christian missions.
(26b)
$2.75

THE Sl ORY . OF
KATHLEEN MALLORY
Annie Wright Ussery-This is the
inspiring life of the lady who guided
the WMU during its formative
years.
Kathleen Mallory's biography is the tender account of an
able leader whose life was a holy
crusade for Christian missions.
(26b)
$2.50

BILL WALLACE OF CHINA
Jesse C. Fletcher-This is the story
of a man determined to do God's
work' in the place to which God
called him. Bill Wallace served as
medical missionary to China during
17 of her most turbulent years and
became a legend among the people
he served. (26b)
$2.95

Always ... pick BROADMAN
when you write, call, or visit
~'your

jl
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MUSIC CAMP PERSONNEL
IN addition to these pictured, we will have many of our own church
musicians who will serve on the faculty.
Campers will want to bring the following · articles with them to
camp: Bible, notebook, musical instrument , any vocal or instrumental
solo music, stunt costume (if any) , swim suit (and swim cap for girls,)
all types of recreational equipment, fan, and linens, including 2 sheets,
pillow and slip, blanket, 2 towels, wash cloth.
·
William Horton
Ouachita College
Oratorio soloist
Voice teacher

E. Amon Baker
Immanuel Church, Little Rock
Junior High boys choir

The date - June 15 through 20, beginning with the evening meal on
Monday and ending with evening meal on Saturday.-Hoyt A. Mulk,ey,
Secretary. '

,

Ira C. "Rocky" Powell
First Church, Norman, Okla .
Conductor of Norman Choral Society
High school and adult choir director

Mrs. David Scott
Ouachita College
Oratorio soloist
Voice teacher

•

NOT PICTURED
Dr. Willi am C. Bushell
Associate professor of Church Music
Southern Seminary
Conductor of South ern oratorio chorus
Director of Oratorio and Anthem Literature

Max Al exander
Park Hill Church
North Littl e Rock
Junior High girl s choir

age Ei ghreen

Clifton Ware
Music Faculty
University of Southern Mississippi
Oratorio soloist
Voice teacher

Hoyt A. Mulkey
State Music Secretary
Camp director

E. L. Crosby, Jr.
First Church, Warren
General camp manager

Mrs. Frank Stillwell
Atlanta Ga .
Church Musician Writer
Graded choir leadership

Jack Reed
First Church, Malvern
Business manager

Rev. Jim Tillman
Forest Highlands Church. Little Rock
Camp pastor

Robert Fletcher
Baptist Tabernacle, Little Rock
Band director
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-By Laura Alice Boyd

"THIS be our motto : 'In God is our trust!' "
These words were written by a young patriot on
September 14, 1814. Early that morning he saw
the flag of his country triumphantly flying over
the fort which had been bombarded during the
night.
The story is well known. Francis Scott Key had
gone to the British fleet, which was lying at the
mouth of the Potomac River near Baltimore, Maryland. He wanted to secure the release of a friend
who had been captured. His mission was successful.
However, an attack was soon to qe made on Fort
McHenry in the harbor of Baltimore. Because of this,
Key and his trw.ce boat were forced to spend the
night with the British fleet.
The night had been filled with suspense. Hour
after hour the bombardment of the fort continued.
Key and his friend paced the deck of the ship all
night. They watched anxiously for the first ray of
morning light to bring news of what was happening
on shore. By "the dawn's early light" they were
able to see the "broad stripes and bright stars" of
their flag still flying.
Taking an old envelope from his pocket, Key
wrote the words which have become dear to every
American. During the day the poem was printed
on handbills and sold ' on the streets of Baltimore.
It became popular at once. As soon as the words
were set· to the tune of "To Anacreon in Heaven,"
it was sung throughout the nation.
Although the song won early acclaim, almost a
century passed before it was officially adopted as
our national anthem. An act of Congress on March
3, 1931, designated "The Star-Spangled Banner" as
the national anthem.
Most of us know the song, but do we know about
the man who wrote it? This song was the work of
Page Twenty

an earnest Christian. We lea·rn that he was kind
in his personal relations. He was charitable and a
friend of the people of minority groups.
Key was an active church member and as a layman often conducted public worship services. He
also was active in promoting Sunday school work
at a time when this movement was neither popular
nor well supported.
He became a director of the American Sunda;v
School Union, devoting both time and money to the
development of mission Sunday schools. In 1830 he
was chairman of the Union convention which decided upon a great forward step in Sunday school
work. This plan was known as the Mississippi Enterprise. Its aim was to establish Sunday schools
in the sparsely settled sections of , the middle West.
· "The Star-Spangled Banner" was only one of the
poems written by Francis Scott Key. In 1857 a book
of his poems was published. Although not many of
them have survived, one hymn written in 1817 is
still found in some church hymnals. Here is the
opening stanza :
"Lord, with glowing heart I'd praise Thee
For the bliss Thy love bestows;
For the pardoning grace that saves me,
And the peace that from it flows:
Help, 0 God, my weak endeavor:
This dull soul to rapture raise;
Thou must light the flame, or never
Can my love be warmed to praise."
Our national anthem indicates that its author was
a true patriot. The hymn, "Lord, with Glowing
Heart I'd Praise Thee," shows his Christian character. He was a man who represented the best in
American life. Francis Scott Key died at the age
of .sixty-four on · January 11, 1843.
ARKANSAS BAPTIST

Colorful Post Cards Make Your
Messag·e a Warm Personal, Gr~eeti~ng!
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Sunday School Lesson------------------------------------

The Christian's responsibility
for world peace
BY BERNES

.K.

SELPH, P_ASTOR

FIRst :'¢ _H URCH, BENTON

Micah 4:1-5; Matthew 26 .:47.. 56; Romans 12:14-21; I Timothy 2:1-2
June· 14, 1964
WHEN you hear the expres:!\i·9n
"world peace" most likely you say,
"what can I do ·11bout it?"' '
Not many ·who
read this 'will ever
contribute much
to world peace
dramatic
in a
way. Because ·one
can't
contribute
much he thinks
he ·can't .contribute anything. So
DR . SELPH
it is easy for o.n_e
to suppose he hasn't any responsibility to world peace. Here he is
wrong.
To look at a lone Christian and
then the multifold problems of the
world does seem to be a picture out
of perspective.
Many ' have dreamed of Utopia,
that mythical land, where everything is as it should be. Micah, the
prophet, talks about the "last"
days. (Does he have the Utopian
dream in mind?) Some have interpreted this to mean.... the time
which began with Christ's birth;
others have thought they refer to
tha~ time immediately preceding
Christ's Second Coming.
Some things about this passage
have been realized, at least, in
part. The house of the Lord has
been established; people have
flowed untu it; many say he shall
teach us; and many walk in the
name of the Lord our God.
Some things seem yet to be fulfilled: Swords have not been
beaten into plowshares; nations
have not stopped war; not everyone sits under his own vine. And
yet one might say that in some
wa~s many of these principles of
per · ~. because the literal words
wh11
express eternal principles,
have become a reality.
If these scriptures say anything
'=2 ~
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at all they emphasize the responsibility of the individual in world
peace. In other words, he is re-,
sponsible for peace in his wo:ld.
Rabble-rousing, hate mongering,
self-appointed saviors of the world
aren't doing much to help peace
relations. There is a view of interpretation which says that one
can do little about it anyway.
In .the larger scripture passage
Micah predicts judgment upon
Israel and Judah but turns to tl)e
promise of better days in terms of
peaceful relations. The leaders
have ruined the nation. Against
such ruin wrought by them he contrasts the spiritual kingdom established by God.
Micah speaks in ·figurative language. The "high places" on the
mountains were plaees dedicated
to the worship of deities other than
Jehovah. To place a mountain
above them was.to acknowledge its
superiority and their inferiority.
. This is a figurative expression
showing God being placed above
their Gods.
He, God, shall prove his power
and people shall flow to him. "To
go ·up to 'the mountain of the
Lord" is to recognize the sovereignty of God and allegiance to
him. To seek his word and listen
to it is to recognize its value and
worth over other teachings.
Note the action in the verbs, "let
us go," "he will teach," "we will
walk."
Micah began his ministry under
King Uzziah in comparatively
good times. His mini.stry extended
through the· reign of J otham,
Ahaz, and into the reign of Hezekiah. Micah saw the true picture
of the social, political, and religious conditions. Pride, ritual,
greed would be the nation's undoing. Israel was captured by As-

syria and deported during this
period. Micah saw the handwriting on the .wall for Judah.
Micah saw the failure of Israel
and :Judah but he saw victory.
Though judgment had come he
saw the redemption of a remnant. He begins his message of
spiritual kingdom, one of· peace,
universal in scope, and ruled by
God in the hearts of men. From
this remnant a power under the
leadership of a man would come
who would overcome God's enemies. He would come of the line
of David. His leadership would be
one of grace. Instead of leading
armies against the Gentiles he
would influence them to turn to
him. They would study ' him and
his ways; instead of warlike dispositions they would seek ways of
peace.
If there is to 1be peace, there
must be a basis for peace. This is
why we do . not have peace and
why it is so hard to have peace.
Men cannot agree on terms of
peace.
This kingdom is founded upon
the laws of .i ustice, righteousness,
and love. Its very foundation
creates its own problem, for it is
in direct contradiction to in.j·ustice, unrighteousness and hate.
These are elements which foster
war and unrest. Frankly, there can

Broadman fil'ms and filmstrips
will help make

VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
an exciting learning experience

e Juniors thrill to Bible stories' presented
in realistic. color film strip s. $5.00 each.
A Lost Pharisee
$_ _

1

Witness to m1 Ethiopian
The First Disciples

$_ _
$_ _

• For Intermediate discussion groupsdra matic story films , rent a l $9.00 each:
The Doubie Guilt. 30 min. b/w
$_ · (Who is to blame for delinquency?)
Bitter Fruit. 15 min . color
$_ _ _
. (How important are possessions?)
Teen Queen , 15 min. color
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' , no genuine peace until those
:,o follow _ war abide by higher
·inciples. The peace we want is
Je result of God's work in the life
of the individual as he comes into
saving relationship with the
believer.
The scripture found in Romans
12:14-21 might be called "Ten
Steps to Peace in the Individual's
Life." This may not immediately
affect the world but to apply
them will immediately affect the
individual's life.
1. Express kindness towards
others who wotild hurt you. It's
easy to curse others. Don't.
2. Learn to share other 's experiences, whether reJoicmg or
weeping. This helps underst anding.
3. Be agreeable ; have the same
mind toward each other.
4. Don't be conceited. Conceit
always create enemies. None of
us .like to feel another's superiority.
'
5. Don't give evil for evil. We
live under a higher law, that of
.forgiveness. Exercise it.
6. Honesty bids for peaceful
relations. Ownership is a right
which men reluctantly yield.
7. Exercise your mind, emotions, and will power to live peaceably,
8. Forget vengeance.
9. Surprise your enemies with
kindness which may be as much
surprise to you a s to your enemy.
10. Overcome evil with good.

A Smile or Two

Chureh

Agri queen?
"OH, what a lovely cow," said the
cute young miss from the city. "But why
hasn't it any horns?"
"There are many reasons," replied the
farmer. "Some cows do not have horns
until later in life. Others have them
removed, while still other breeds are
born without them. This one does not
have homs because it is a horse."

Compatibility
TWO men were discussing the ccnning marriage of their buddy. "He is getting a wonderfully accomplished girl,"
said one: "She can swim, ride, drive a
car, and pilot a plane. A real all-around
girl."
"They ought to get along," observed
the other. "He learned to cook in the
army."

Time makes a difference
PASSENGER: "Have I time to say
goodbye to my wife?"
Porter: "I don't kpcw, sir, how long:
have you been married?"

Hands off
JUDGE: "Can't this case\ be settled
out of court?"
Kelly: "'Sure, that~ s what we were
trying to do, your honor, when the police
interfered."

Strike it rich
HUSBAND: Honey, I just found oil
on aur property!
Wife: Well dear, now we can buy that
new car.
Husband: No, honey, I believe we better get the old car repaired. That's
where the oil is coming from.

One point of view

HELP WANTED!
We need mature college students and adults for dormitory
counselors at Siloam all three
weeks : June 29-July 4; July 6-11;
July 13-18. All expenses paid. Contact me immediately.
J. T. Elliff
Baptist .Building
Little Rock

PAPA
WORE
NO
HALO .

A MOTHER,. annoyed because her
fourteen-year-old daughter had been
calling her boy friend too frequently,
took a tip from a former wartime advertisement and posted a sign over the
telephone: "Is This Call Necessary?"
Next day there appeared, pencilled I
on the card, a brief but logical reply:
"How Can I Tell Till I've Made It?"

Aduentures secular and spiritual
with Boxers, cows, kites, and
bandits, thieues, and ciuil wars.

The warm and moving story of
David Wells Herring's four turbulent decades in China as a Baptist
missionary whose belief in the
spirit of the law brought him into
conflict with his church.

r
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Publisher
404 N. C. Nat'l
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May 31 , 1964
Sunday
School

Blytheville
First
Chapel
Trinity
Camden ·
Cullendale First
First
Conway, Pickles Gap
Crossett, First
Dumas; First
El Dorado
East Main
First
Forrest City, First
Midway
Fort Smith
Grand Ave.
Mission
Temple
G'"rdon 1 Beech Street
Harrison, Eagle Rgts.
Heber Springs, First
Crossroads
Huntsville, Calvary
J acl<&onville
Berea
Chapel . Hill
First
Second
Jonesbol"l
Central
Nettleton
Little Rock
First
White Rock
Forest Highlands
Immanuel
F orest "· Tower
Rosedale
McGehee, First
Chapel
Magnolia, Central
Marked Tree, First
Monticello, Second
N orth Little Rock
Baring Cross
Southside
Camp Robinson
Calvary '
Gravel Ridge
Park Hill
Sherwood First
Sylvan Hills First
Pine Bluff, Centennial
Springdale, First
Ward, Cocklebur
Warren, Immanuel
Westside'
Van Buren
First
Second
Vandervoort First

T~ A

697

Union

tior•

162

49

49

195

51

422•
466

159
121

6

429
246

136
67

2

268
674

84
133

495
44

95

662
24
243
156
223
175
19
37

280

110
48
427

I

71

2

31
2

120
55

96
-63
20

179

57
28
169
70

483
247

1.60
84

3

779

302
7
53
348
11
88
142
29
192
63
111

6

29
181
1061
86
233
370
70
571
163
249

650
59
45
443

205
730
171

266
174
39 4
44

238

184
32
31
136
126

179

71
83
85
175
40

60

433

150
28
40

61

7

2

2
2
6
6
1
1

79

76
68

8

1
1

IN 0 EX

A- Arkansas Baptist N ewspa per (BL) p8 ;
Ashley Association, g irls to Ridgecrest, p 9
B- Baptist Beliefs , The Christian Tithe, p"' ;
Bookshelf, p7 ; Becker Amendment (letter) p4 ;
Butts, Doyle, named Mr. HSTC p10
C- Christian ' s Responsibility for World P eace
(SS) p22 ; Current River, Ga inesville Association, pll ; cover sto1·y, p4 ; Children's Nook, p20
D-Draper , Charles , ordained, p14 ; Darter,
Gay, ordained, p14 ; Departments, PP 15-19
G--Gardner, John, wins Oklahoma award,
pll
H--Hannah, Miss Jewell honored, pll ; Hatfield, Gracie, summer staff worker, p9; H ollaway,
Lee, joins campaig n of J oe Hubbard, p14
M- Missionaries , OBC students, p12 ; McDonald, Rev. Ed F., to Berryville, p9 ; Mag nolia,
Central Church, awarded Advance Standard, pl4 ;
Music, camp personnel, p18
N- N est Eggs (MR) p8 ; Nashville, Southwest ern Baptist faculty conference program guests,
p14
0 - 0BC, chemistry grant, pll ; OBC, summer
missionaries, p12; OBC, st u dents t o Europe, p9
P-Pra yer amendment, Hays in opposition , p 5 :
Parr, Rev. Robert E., to Rogers, p10 ; P ine
Bluff, First Church-services over TV, . p14
R-Reg·istration amendment (letter) p4
S-Southwestern Seminary g r a duates, p13 ; Sellars, Miss Ruth, awarded traineeship ; SBC, Atlantic City, capital punishment, f irst amendment,
p3; 6,000 t o go, p4 ; Atlant ic City Ebbes (PS) p2
T - "That was the week that was" (letter) p5;
Taggart, Tammy starts t o church young, plO
W- Witnessing campaig n, p lO ; Wiliams, Re-v.
Marine, honored by AM&N, p lO
Key to listings : (BL) Bellcon Lights of BaJ>o
tist History ; (CMH ) Courtship, Marriage &Dd
the Home ; (E) E ditorial ; (FF) Fun~
of the faith ; (PS ) Person alb' Speaking;
-~
Sunday School lesson ; (MR) Middle o! tbe R..a;
(KYM) Know Your M.i aionaries.
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In the world of religion

Barring schoQI prayers
TRENTON, N. J. (EP)-New
Jersey's Supreme Court unanimously upheld a lower -court decision which barred Bible reading and prayer in the Hawthorne,
N. J., public schools.
The Hawthorne School Board,
after last year's U. S. Supreme
Court decision -banned public
school devotions, passed a resolution directing the local superintendent to permit prayer and Bible reading.
·
The Hawthorne action, in opposition to a ruling by the state
attorney general, spurred considerable controversy, including a demand by the American Civil Liberties Union of New Jersey that
that state aid be withdrawn from
the school system until the devotional acts were stopped.
The -case was taken to the State
Supreme Court after Superior
Court Judge Morris Pashman
ruled that the Hawthorne School
Board resolution was unconstitutional.

Condemn detention law
JOHANNESBURG, SO. Africa
.(EP)-Dr. Leslie E. Stradling,
Anglican Bishop of Johannesburg,
was joined by Methodist and Congregational leaders at an interracial meeting held here to demand
repeal of South Africa's 90-day
dentention law when it comes up
for parliamentary review June 30.
"Sweeping people into prison
without trial and without allowing them access to the outside
world .is treating them as things,
not people," the bishop said.
"There are many objections to this
clause of the General Law Amendment Act, but this is the fundamental one.
"Imprisonment without trial .is
wrong whether it happens in
South Africa, G.hana or Russia."

• • . . .THE Methodist Quadrennial General Conference, meeting in Pittsbur ·.
Pennsylvania, April 26-May 2, expressed a desire to unite the denomination wi'·
the Evangelical United Brethren Church but postponed a definite vot., ~ ·bn
'·
merger plan for two years.
• . . . . .A study of the ministry of The. Methodist Church has dispelled a widely
held impression that clergymen are deserting their congregations in large numbe
for other professions. The number of cle~gymen who left the Methodist minisb ,
in 1960, 1961, and 1962 averaged 212 a year, or less than 1 per cent of the total
number of Methodist ministers (some 28,000), a study revealed.
• . . . .A total of 104,000 persons heard Evangeli11t Billy Graham preach .during a
three-day crusade conducted at Tempe, Arizona, 1\t the Arizona State University's
sports stadium. More than 4,700 "decisions for Christ" were made.
. . . . .Publication of a ~ew Samo.an edition of the Bible in Auckland, Au.stralia,
next year as a joint project of the Roman Catholic, Congregational, and Methodist
·churches has been announced in Hong Kong by the British and Foreign Bible
Society. Th-e Bible society, which will publish the edition. said ·it has agreed tO
include Old Testament books that are part of the Catholic Bible but not Protestant
versions.-8urvey Bulletin

Dedicate new mural
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (EP)"Behold He Cometh," sculptured
lobby mural Of the Assemblies of
God International Headquarters
building, was dedicated in ceremonies here on May 15.
Depicting the return of Christ
riding upon a white horse as desscribed in Revelation 19:11-16,
the mural is constructed with plastic materials. The Rev. Warren
Straton, an instructor at Evangel
College, Springfield, Mo., is the
designer and creator of the sym1 bolk presentation.
Expressing the hope of Christian believers, the mural is a
visual sermon using sculptured
figures, colored lighting, and music and narration. The mural further pictures the belief that the
Assemblies of God is instrumental
in preparing people for Christ's ·
Second Coming as John the Baptist was a forerunner of Christ's
First Coming.

Decade of growth
LAGOS, Nigeria (EP)-One of
Africa's
younger
Protestant
Churches is marking its lOth ann1iversary with celebrations which
point up its phenomenal. growth.
When the Association of Evangelical Churches of West Africa
was formed in 1954, it had 400
churches with 50,000 members.
Now there are 900 churches and
more than 300,000 members served
by 650 pastors and evangelists.
The Church's missionary armthe African Missionary Societyhas 85 missionaries in the West
African area.

Production of 'Deputy'
TEL AVIV (EP)-The Habimah National Theatre Company
.announced here that it plans to
-produce a Hebrew translation of ·
Rolf Hochhuth's controversial
play, "The Deputy," in June.
It said that first presentations
of the German play will be made
before audiences which will include numerous victims of the
Nazi persecution of Jews and·close
relatives of Jews who died in concentration camps.
,
The play depicts Pope Pius XII
as failing to speak out publicly
against the Nazi slaying of some
6,000,000 Jews during the Hitler
regime. It has been produced in
various major European cities and
is now on Broadway in New York.
A.nti-Semitic Passage

